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Abstract 

Recent Image Processing with Deep Learning has been permeated in our daily life. In 

accordance with development of Deep Learning, we attempt to apply it to Clothing 

Materials Retrieval. 

Proposed model consists with YOLO detecting clothing materials and Convolutional VAE 

characterizing images in database. Since the vectorized image feature is high-dimensional, 

PCA is applied to reduce features of image and time for retrieval. Furthermore, KNN is 

utilized to search for k-similar images in reduced vector space. To test this system, we 

collected dataset by Web Crawling and its result shows 10-near images for each arbitrary 

test image. 

YOLO is efficient model to produce an image with exactly necessary region only. As an 

Object Detector, it achieves to generate cropped images appropriately from poor dataset. 

VAE needs huge dataset in training stage and Encoder of VAE amply works as an image 

discriminator. Even though we reduced dimension of vectorized features from 512 to 73 or 

lower dimensions by PCA, it does not have terrific loss. It rather brings reduction of an 

image search response. KNN is suitable distance measure method when sort out similar 

images in comparatively low dimension. Importance of our study is on implementation of 

clothing materials retrieval system by combining Object Detection as region of interest, 

unsupervised Deep Learning, PCA and KNN algorithms. Proposed model favorably 

retrieves similar clothing materials based on color and texture without any labeling process 

in real-time. 

Our image retrieval system for clothing materials results 0.1 second for 10-similar image 

retrieval from 170,681 images on 73-dimensional latent space. 

Keywords: Image Processing, Deep Learning, Clothing Materials, Image Retrieval, 

Unsupervised 

 

1. Introduction 

Image Processing is powerful tool for smart factory 

and object recognition for autonomous car. Along 

with development of Deep Learning, this 

technology has conducted fundamental role. One 

of applications using image processing is image 

retrieval such as Google Images, Clarifai Visual 

Search and so on. Those systems are generalized 

and cannot cover all kinds of object. Hence, it is 

required specific dataset. Generally, datasets are 

collected from the internet, but images are so 

unrefined that it includes chaotic background with 
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diversity of angles, objects, colors and several 

conditions. It leads to extract even feature of 

useless area. Therefore, refining data and 

extracting feature of object region are demanded to 

search a relevant image. 

To refine image dataset for deep learning training 

depending on requirement, irrelevant part should 

be removed. Segmentation such as DeepLab could 

be one of methods to acquire only target we need 

by getting rid of background. But it needs high cost 

in computation and manpower. Alternatively, 

Object Detection making boundary box can be 

used to make cropped image data, although it still 

includes background. Object Detection models can 

be categorized into two methods, two-stage and 

one-stage. Two-stage method such as Faster R-

CNN is comparatively slower and more inaccurate 

than one-stage method such as SDD. Among some 

popular one-stage Object Detection model, 

YOLOv3 is fastest and accurate. Hence, it would 

be most suitable for real-time Image 

Retrieval[1,2,3,4]. 

Since image searching system has been conducted 

with keyword on internet, automatic image 

annotation has been getting studied. Another 

approach for Image Retrieval is based on contents 

of image matching a query image. It is commonly 

called content-based image retrieval (CBIR) and 

overcome limitation of keyword-based approach. 

The compressed content feature is placed in 

database and offer similar images by selecting 

nearest feature vector out. However, the 

representation of content is usually high 

dimensional due to reliable discrimination. To 

reduce computational cost by dimension reduction, 

Principle Component Analysis (PCA) has been 

mainly employed. Some study on PCA for massive 

dataset describes method that representation with 

few local principal components can be substituted 

with small accuracy decrement[5,6,7,8]. 

Recent years have been highly active in 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) due to its 

effectiveness for image. The convolution has been 

greatly efficient as filter for decades in computer 

vision field to extract edge, shape and texture, 

which is same principal of CNN filter. Further, 

CNN extracts high-level features so that covers 

semantic discrepancy between low-level image by 

machine and high-level by human. Thus, enormous 

works have dealt with Image Retrieval using CNN, 

and now it became a trend[9]. 

Our goal is an unsupervised model in searching 

stage to retrieve similar image and use Variational 

Auto Encoder (VAE). As shown above that CNN is 

efficient for image, we adopt Convolutional 

Variational Auto Encoder (CVAE). Investigation of 

Auto Encoder learning representation without 

labeling which has equal classification accuracy as 

much as CNN, is embraced in analysis study. 

Encoder of VAE is trained to compress content as a 

feature vector in latent space and Decoder restores 

input image from the feature vector. It means that 

Encoder part carries out role of embedding feature 

into most worthwhile values in latent space. On the 

other hand, Auto Encoder cannot be sufficiently 

trained with low dimensional latent space. 

Consequently, the vectorized feature has hundreds 

of parameters, which is high-dimensional. That is 

why PCA follows CBIR for dimension 

reduction[10]. 

Moreover, distance measure method of Euclidean 

Distance would be meaningless in high dimension. 

Cosine similarity is alternative. But KNN[11] 

would be best in reduced dimension. 

2. Methods 

Proposed model consists of YOLO, CVAE, PCA 

and KNN as distance measure. 

• Database Generation 

We collected 29,094 button images including 

plural objects and refine the images into 170,681 

images by YOLOv3. CVAE weights are trained by 

those images, and only Encoder is used for image 
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vectorization. PCA is utilized for dimensional 

reduction of database and test images. In test step, 

KNN offers k-similar images for an input image. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Data Generation Structure: 1.Object Detection 2.Vectorization 3.Dimension Reduction 
 

Figure 1 depict process to make a training image 

set and vectorized features in latent space. Above 

input image of YOLO is one of examples and 

describes object detection step. As the result 

boundaries, objects are divided to distinct object 

and it becomes our database as well. Then, CVAE 

is trained with refined training images and Encoder 

part is used to create 512-dimensional features. In 

last step, PCA functions to reduce computational 

cost by decreasing vector parameters. 

• Data Refinement 

The arbitrary collected image is complex and even 

include multiple object. Thus, dataset is required to 

be refined as requirement. Since we focus on 

clothing materials, we should select images and 

take object part only. Object Detection is one of 

way to extract object. Accordingly, we proposed to 

combine YOLO with CBIR. We pursuit real-time 

searching system and regard YOLO as suited our 

purpose. Under the YOLO official site, this model 

is fastest one with near state-of-the-art accuracy. 

Performance comparison of Object Detection(OD) 

models is in table 1. 

 

 

Table 1. OD Model Comparison[12,13,14] 

Model mAP FLOPS FPS 

R-FCN 51.9 - 12 

FPN FRCN 59.1 - 6 

Retinanet-10-500 50.9 - 14 

Retinanet-101-500 53.1 - 11 

SSD-300 41.2 - 46 

YOLOv2-608 48.1 62.94 40 

YOLOv3-320 51.5 38.97 45 

 

Grid system of YOLO is depicted in Figure 2. Each 

grid cell has bounding box, confidence for the box 

and class probability. It allows predicting object 

without region proposal stage in real-time. 

Its accuracy relies on amount of dataset, which 

demands a lot of time to make an object boundary 

box. We collected clothing material images of other 

classes such as zipper, thread, string, race, wappen 

(or logo) and so on though. For practicality test, we 

used only button image and small labeled dataset. 

We separated 29,094 images into 300 labeled 

image with boundary information for training and 

28,794 images for YOLO input. As shown in 
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Figure 3, we got 170,681 images from 28,794 

images. It would be also applied to other classes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Vectorization 

Content-based Image Retrieval matches original 

image to query image. The query images include 

compact features only, which represent original 

image. Since it manifests vector shape with 

dimensionality in latent space, we named the 

encoding stage as Vectorization. 

Image data is so immense that we can deal database 

with unsupervised deep learning model for 

convenience. A representative model is Auto 

Encoder (AE) that encode data to compressed 

representation and decode it to original data. 

Encoder of AE is powerful method to compress 

input image into most relevant features. As 

abovementioned reasons in introduction part, we 

apply Convolutional network to Auto Encoder.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moreover, Variational AE can train probability 

model of latent space by regularization. It leads to 

have better properties in latent space. In addition, 

we expect that CVAE filter irregular data out in 

searching similarity by class. 

We built CVAE model to compress 512-

dimensional latent value. Figure 4 depict Encoder 

based on general Convolution Auto Encoder. 

Convolutional layer is 10 layers, repeating stride 

size 1 and 2. Input size is 64x64 size considering 

heavy parameters of model. Decoder is 

symmetrical structure with encoder. To implement 

Variational AE, we added sampling stage 

converting input image into 512-dimensional latent 

Figure 2. YOLO model: grid system[15] 

Figure 3. Extracted clothing materials by YOLOv3 
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space with two parameters, which indicate a mean 

and variance of Gaussian distribution. Then, the 

sampled arbitrary point in latent space is passed to 

Decode and its results are match Encoder input. In 

result Loss function are Reconstruction Loss, KL 

Divergence of Latent Distribution Loss. CVAE 

Loss consist with the two loss. CVAE model is 

based on existing work. With trained weight of 

Encoder, 170,681 images are vectorized and saved 

in csv file as refined database[16]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Dimension Reduction 

PCA is a relatively popular method for people. 

Principlal component means biggest variance 

direction vector. That is, principal component 

explains possible variability and represents 

common features of data. Therefore, it has been 

utilized in wide applications such as Eigen Face, 

Denoise, Dimension Reduction. Since 512-

dimensional vector is fairly on high space, we bring 

PCA algorithm to reduce computational 

complexity problem. This algorithm workflow as 

follows: 1. Data Normalization. 2. Principal 

components Analysis in order of importance. 3. 

Selection of optimal principal components number. 

Principal component can be obtained by 

calculating covariance matrix. Covariance is 

variance to describe interrelated distribution shape 

between variates. Accordingly, dimension can be 

handled as variate and projected by covariance 

matrix.  As equation maximizing variance, 

covariance matrix defined by eigen decomposition. 

For more information, PCA material will give you 

great understanding[17]. 

While abovementioned covariance matrix means n 

x n matrix, which describe correlation between 

dimensions. For instance, covariance matrix 

C=[[Cov(x,x),Cov(x,y)],[Cov(x,y),Cov(y,y)]] 

between 2-dimensional data is 2x2 Matrix, where 

Cov(x,x) is E[(x_i-x_mean)〖(x_j-x_mean)〗^T]. 

In this paper, we use covariance matrix term as 

comprised of chosen principal component. 

Therefore, its shape ‘ 512(latent vector) x 

73(number of principal component)’.  

 

 

 

 

 

For more additional grasp, Figure 5 shows our 

dataset projected into 2-dimensional space. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Convolutional VAE Encoder part structure 

Figure 5. PCA: distribution of button dataset 

in 2-demensional space 
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As depicted above, first principle component has 

largest variance. It is regarded as a base vector, 

which is orthogonal against each principle 

component. At same time computing covariance 

matrix of 170,681, database contents are 

compressed to 73-dimensional vector in csv file. 

Dimension convertor, covariance matrix 73x512, is 

saved and used for test image. 

• Similarity Retrieval 

To retrieve similar image with input, distance 

measure method is required. Generally, Euclidean 

Distance is used to measure span between targets 

but, it is vailed in high-dimensional space. Thus, 

Cosine similarity is an alternative tool. However, 

we expect that KNN algorithm based on distance 

measure sweetly works in reduced dimension. 

There is no general best distance metric. 

Comparison review may give you clearance about 

distance metrics[18]. 

3. Results 

Proposed model trained in this configuration: 

Window 10, Intel core i5-6600 CPU and Nvidia 

GeForce 1050Ti GPU. We focus on test how image 

retrieval performs. CVAE is trained in batch size 

64, epoch 100 with 170,681 button images for 10 

hours. Figure 6 shows 5 similar images for each 8 

test images. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In figure 6, Left result relatively retrieve quite 

similar image in terms of color and shape. On the 

other hand, pictures on right side show poor results. 

When it comes to search complex shape, limit is 

obvious. Flower shape is estimated star-shaped one 

and annual-ring-shaped image is close to various 

kind of button in our database. The last two image 

on right figure seem to be embedded into wrong 

place in latent space. Especially last text printed 

button shows lack of data. 73-dimensional vector 

can explain 95% of accumulated variance in our 

latent space, which means 73 parameters includes 

95% features of database. 

Since this dataset is not labeled, accuracy metric is 

not used for assessment. Thus, we tested in term of 

qualitative evaluation, but execution time is 

included due to importance in Retrieval. Next 

Figure 7 shows variance rate change against 512-

dimensional original vector, according to 

dimension reduction by PCA. 

In figure 7 shows a decline from 100% in 512-

dimensional feature space to 30%. Then as a 

dimension selection step, we refer to Loss Ratio by 

dimension reduction and choose 73-dimensional 

space, which has largest drop rate in dimension 

with approximately 5% loss of variance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. 73-dimensional space data base result: Good cases(left), Bad cases(right) 
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When image retrieval of 10 similarity among 

170,681 images in 73-dimensional space, it takes 

0.0897 seconds, whereas 512-dimensional retrieval 

takes 0.2713 seconds. In term of speed, it 

outperforms 2-3 times. More details of speed are 

shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. The result of operation speed 

Stage / n-D Latent 

Space 

512-D(sec) 73-D(sec) 

KNN Classifier 54.6841 5.5611 

Encoding 3.0264 3.0278 

Dimension Reduction 0 0.0409 

Image Retrieval 0.2520 0.0917 

 

Even database reading time of KNN is 10-times 

faster, though it is not big problem if server is 

always running. In other word, it is not surprising 

improvement. But remind that the more gathering 

data, the more time will be spent. Further we 

collect only 28,794 images and its quality 

extremely varied, which mean it could be improved. 

In addition, detection time of Yolo takes average 

0.03 seconds in image including 3-4 objects. 

4. Conclusion 

Our idea is to combine YOLO for image 

refinement and CVAE for Embedding features on 

latent space. YOLO generates proper image data 

for CVAE training. Present work dealt with only 

one class, button, without classification but other 

classes such as thread, zipper, string, lace, band and 

so on will be included in our future work. Trained 

Encoder of CVAE properly carried a roll out 

embedding feature on latent space and create 

900MB size database with 170,681 images. PCA 

allow database size to reduce to 300MB and be 2-

3 times faster with closely same accuracy. In this 

paper, proposed model showed worthwhile 

potential as Image Retrieval system. As a future 

work, we will extend this work to other clothing 

materials and improve it by massive dataset from 

clothing industries and data refinement process. 
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